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UNIT-4                      Three Phase Transformer

Three phase transformers are more economical for supplying large loads and large power 

distributon. Even though most of the utlizaton equipments are connected by the single phase 

Three phase transformers are used to step-up or step-down the high voltages in various stages 

of power transmission system. The power generated at various generatng statons is in three 

phase nature and the voltages are in the range of 13.2KV or 22KV. In order to reduce the power

loss to the distributon endd the power is transmited at somewhat higher voltages like 132 or 

400KV. Henced for transmission of the power at higher voltagesd three phase step-up 

transformer is used to increase the voltage. Also at the end of the transmission or distributond 

these high voltages are step-down to levels of 6600d 400d 230 voltsd etc. For thisd a three phase 

step down transformer is used.                                                                                                                  

A three phase transformer can be built in two ways; a bank of three single phase transformers 

or single unit of three phase transformer.                                                                                                  

The former one is built by suitably connectng three single phase transformers having same 

ratngs and operatng characteristcs. In this case if the fault occurs in any one of the 

transformersd the system stll retained at reduced capacity by other two transformers with 

open delta connecton. Henced contnuity of the supply is maintained by this type of connecton.

These are used in mines because easier to transport individual single phase transformers.

                            



Instead of using three single phase transformersd a three phase bank can be constructed with a 

single three phase transformer consistng of sii windings on a common mult-legged core. Due 

to this single unitd weight as well as the cost is reduced as compared to three units of the same 

ratng and also windingsd the amount of iron in the core and insulaton materials are saved. 

Space required to install a single unit is less compared with three unit bank. But the only 

disadvantage with single unit three phase transformer is if the fault occurs in any one of the 

phased then entre unit must be removed from the service.

Construction of Three Phase Transformers

A three phase transformer can be constructed by using common magnetc core for both 

primary and secondary windings. As we discussed in the case of single phase transformersd 

constructon can be core type or shell type. So for a bank of three phase core type transformerd 

three core type single phase transformers are combined. Similarlyd a bank of three phase shell 

type transformer is get by properly combining three shell type single phase transformers. In a 

shell type transformerd EI laminated core surrounds the coils whereas in core type coil 

surrounds the core.

Core Type Construction

In core type three phase transformerd core is made up of three limbs or legs and two yokes. The

magnetc path is formed between these yokes and limbs. On each limb both primary and 

secondary windings are wounded concentrically. Circular cylindrical coils are used as the 

windings for this type of transformer. The primary and secondary windings of one phase are 

wounded on one leg. Under balanced conditond the magnetc fui in each phase of the leg adds

up to zero. Therefored under normal conditonsd no return leg is needed. But in case of 

unbalanced loadsd high circulatng current fows and hence it may be best to use three single 

phase transformers.

                     



Shell Type Construction

In shell typed three phases are more independent because each phase has independent 

magnetc circuit compared with core type transformer. The constructon is similar to the single 

phase shell type transformer built on top of another. The magnetc circuits of this type of 

transformer are in parallel. Due to thisd the saturaton efects in common magnetc paths are 

neglected. Howeverd shell type constructed transformers are rarely used in practce.

                                                     


